The annual ISMP Cheers Awards honor individuals, institutions, and groups who have demonstrated exemplary commitment to the continued science and study of medication safety. The Lifetime Achievement Award is given in memory of ISMP Trustee David P. Vogel, RPh, who worked tirelessly to help promote safe medication practices. All winners are being recognized for their positive examples and/or teamwork through their implementation of medication safety strategies.
OUR EVENING’S JOURNEY

Connect With Your Fellow Travelers

- Visit Virtual Booths
- Chat With Attendees
- Attend Breakout Rooms

Journey Through The Awards Program

- Welcome Remarks
- Awards Presentation
- Keynote & Lifetime Achievement Award
- Concluding Remarks & Announcements

JOIN EVENT
https://next.brella.io/join/ISMP2021
Thank You

ISMP Cheers Award winners for your commitment to medication safety!
2021 ISMP Cheers Award Honorees

City of Hope Protocol Content Administrators
Duarte, CA

Inova Health System
Fairfax, VA

KIDs List Collaborative
Commissioned by the Pediatric Pharmacy Association (PPA)
Authors: Rachel S. Meyers, PharmD; Jennifer Thackray, PharmD; Kelly L. Matson, PharmD; Christopher McPherson, PharmD; Lisa Lubsch, PharmD; Robert C. Hellinga, PharmD; and David S. Hoff, PharmD

The Medication Safety Minute
St James’s Hospital, Dublin, Ireland

Raymond J. Muller, RPh, MS, FASHP
Director of Pharmacy Quality, Safety, and Training Programs
Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center (MSK)
New York, NY

Medication Safety Initiative on Safe Use of Concentrated Electrolytes
Tabba Heart Institute, Karachi, Pakistan
Congratulations to the 2021 ISMP Cheers Award Winners

You are an inspiration to us all. Keep up the great work!
- Rita and Lyle Jew
Patricia Kienle, RPh, MPA, BCSCP, FASHP is receiving a Lifetime Achievement Award for her leadership and longstanding commitment to medication safety. Kienle is one of the nation’s foremost experts on medication management as well as accreditation and regulatory issues. She has almost a half century of experience helping healthcare administrators develop and execute comprehensive medication management programs in acute and non-acute care environments, and currently is Director of Accreditation and Medication Safety for Cardinal Health. Kienle is a former board member of ISMP and the American Society of Health-System Pharmacists (ASHP). She has completed an executive fellowship in patient safety at Virginia Commonwealth University, is a current member and past vice-chair of USP’s Compounding Expert Committee, and has served on The Joint Commission’s Medication Compounding Technical Advisory Panel. Kienle has earned numerous state and national awards, including the ASHP Award for Distinguished Pharmacy Leadership, the ASHP John W. Webb Lecture Award, and the USP Award for Outstanding Contributions to the Standards.
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 2021 ISMP CHEERS AWARD WINNERS, AND TO ISMP FOR ITS OUTSTANDING WORK TO ADVANCE MEDICATION SAFETY.

RICH KRUZYNISKI
To all the 2021 ISMP Cheers Award Recipients:

THANK YOU

for your dedication to patient safety.

Baxter Congratulates All Winners!

Visit us at Booth #829 at ASHP Midyear

Baxter

Thank you to all our donors!

ISMP would like to thank the many generous supporters who have made the Cheers Awards possible over more than two decades. For more information on how to support ISMP’s lifesaving work in the future by making a donation, go to: www.ismp.org/support/donate.
ICU Medical congratulates the 2021 Cheers Award winners and ISMP for its dedication to patient safety.

Johnson & Johnson
CONSUMER HEALTH

Congratulates the 2021 ISMP Cheers Awards Recipients

GetReliefResponsibly.com

The Just Culture Company

THE JUST CULTURE COMPANY SENDS WARMEST CONGRATULATION TO THE 2021 CHEERS AWARD WINNERS!

CONGRATULATIONS TO PATTI KIENLE AND ALL OF THE CHEERS WINNERS

MIKE COHEN
2021 CHEERS SUPPORTERS

GREAT TRAIL
Omniceell

APPALACHIAN TRAIL
Fresenius Kabi     Rita & Lyle Jew

GREATER PATAGONIA TRAIL
Pfizer          Richard Kruzynski       VigiLanz

HIMALAYA TRAIL
Michael R. Cohen       Johnson & Johnson Consumer
Baxter                   The Just Culture Company
ICU Medical

SILVER TRAIL
Pediatric Pharmacy Association

INCA TRAIL
AcelRx Pharmaceuticals       Codonics
Apexus                      ConsortiEX
Cardinal Health             Janice Dunsavage

CORCOVADO TRAIL
Rachel Cohen & Neil Brown    Mona Hammam
Michael Gaunt                Gee Mathen
Matthew Grissinger           Nicole Mollenkopf

Gordon Schiff
Elizabeth Wade